Stamp 61


- Gap in the lower frame near the right corner.
Stamp 62

- Colored dots in the P and following A. Colored dot or bump on the upper arm of the Č. Colored dots in the L and O of SLOV, colored bump in the Á. Colored spot in the seventh leaf. Colored dot in the fourth spiral. Colored line from the left side of the tip of the fifth tower. Colored bulge on the left center of the numeral 1. Short colored line or dot in the V.

- Colored dot in the Á. Bottom ray passes into the left branch.
Stamp 63

- Large colored dot in the bush over the EN. Colored dot in the Č, another in the Á. Colored dot in the white area between the bottoms of the P and O. Colored bar across the white frame line below the hyphen.

- White spot inside the A of TA [Not observed]. Colored line across the left branch. White notch on the foot of the numeral 1 [Not observed, but both ends of the serif appear shortened].
Stamp 64

- Colored dot within the sun to the right of the slanted part of the roof. Colored dot in the Š. Colored dots in the outer white frame line to the left of the second ring.

- The inner white frame line at the lower right corner is connected to the outer white frame line. Thick spot on the sun’s rim at 12:00. Several spots in the sun [Not observed].
Stamp 65

- Colored growth on the upper frame over the Š. Three colored dots within the P. Colored dot in the seventh spiral. Sometimes a double rim on the sun between 12:00 and 2:00. Gap in the oval near 12:00.

- Short line or ray coming out of the second tower’s tip. The oval touches the ornament at 8:30.
Colored dot in the value tablet to the lower right of the numeral 1. Dot under the UC of MUCHA. Dot or colored bump on the middle left of the third tower. Colored spot in the third spiral. Notch in the upper right side of the numeral 1.

Colored dot over the sun at 1:30.
Colored spot or bump in the O of SKO. Colored spot in the left dove’s wing. Gap in the sun at 10:00. The sixth leaf contains is mostly white.

Gap in the sun from 10:00-1:00, and it is thicker from the roof to 10:00.
Stamp 68

- Colored dot in the upper margin over the right corner. Dotted white line in the seventh, eighth, and ninth spirals. White bump on the underside of the upper arm of the E in ESKO.

- The two bottom rays between the left branch and the first tower come out of the branch and connect at their right ends. Two lines project from the right branch toward the sixth tower.
Colored dot on the lower right side of the fourth tower. Colored dot in the S of VENS. White spot to the upper right of the fourth spiral. White bump on the white frame line under the Č.

Large break in the lower frame under the right side of the value tablet. Dot to the left of the fifth tower.
Stamp 70

- Broken white line from the right dove’s tail to the right frame. Gap in the oval at 1:00. Short broken and slanted white line between the first and second ring.

- Colored dot to the left of the first tower. Thicker lower ray between the arch and the left branch, it forks to the right of the branch and a short ray above it comes out of the branch.